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One Number University 

The air in One Number University was always cold. There was a chill that gathered in 

the dining hall at breakfast, and then dispersed outward as Mathangi and her colleagues left – 

to the library, the lawns, the splendid marble classrooms, the labs gleaming with (it was said) 

platinum fittings and glass flagons. The cold rarely came to Accounts, Mathangi knew, but it 

could be found at other places.  

It was a predictable cold. Mathangi learnt to avoid the bathrooms for exactly ten 

minutes around the hour (9.55-10.05 was the worst) and the canteens. She learnt to avoid the 

library late on Sunday nights, and in the week before the semester ended. The football field 

and the lawns were always a bad idea. The bench outside the tiny coffee-and-tea stall was ice. 

Otherwise, it was a good job. One Number University took excellence very seriously. 

The gates were set with roaring gold lions – the university’s logo – and below was a line in 

Sanskrit extolling the radiance of true knowledge. Stepping inside One Number University 

was like entering a new country, possibly somewhere fancy and wintry where they ate whale 

blubber and had a 100% literacy rate. Eight domes of gilt and crystal blue glass were held 

aloft by two thousand and sixteen pillars of whitest marble. It was so large that Mathangi 

could go weeks without meeting any humans apart from the ones in the Accounts office. 

Everything smelt cool and sharp: ammonia and pesticide and every cleaning liquid One 

Number Chemistry Lab could concoct. The lawns were an improbable green that shimmered 
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like silk. Two years ago, the government’s higher education committee had had to make up a 

new rank to accommodate the university: X++. Two Number University was merely an A.  

 In her first month, Mathangi heard this fact approximately seven hundred times.  

The office was always clean, always shiny. The bathrooms were palatial; Mathangi’s 

cubicle was cleaned out twice a day and she got her own personal AC. Her desk was of some 

expensive black wood. Door knobs were brass. Fresh flowers in copper and silver vases 

occupied every desk and wash basin, and were changed at the slightest hint of droopiness. 

The profs’ loos were, Mathangi had heard, even fancier. Rumour had it that the bum-washers 

were made of gold. She wondered what the Chancellor’s bathroom fixtures were. Platinum?  

The cafeteria was so large that it seemed always to be empty, and the food was 

genuinely delicious. Not in a for-an-educational-institution way, not even in a for-a-few-

days-but-boring way. Genuinely and consistently delicious and interesting. Mathangi never 

ate out.  

She just carried a sweater everywhere. It became a bit of an office joke. Mathangi 

didn’t mind.  

* * * 

The first year went by in a blur. Despite (or perhaps because of) this embarrassment of riches, 

it turned out a lot of people wanted to hand over money to the university: the government, 

other governments, philanthropists, industries that depended upon the labs, funding agencies 

from countries Mathangi hadn’t heard of before, companies doing things Mathangi hadn’t 

thought happened. Sometimes, when it was dark, and the accounts tabulations took on all 

kinds of fanciful shapes, Mathangi would go sit on the lawn to think. The chill was somehow 

companionable. If she closed her eyes, she could imagine a crowd, whispering to her of food 

and clothes and all the other everyday things she would’ve discussed with her brothers if they 

had been around.  
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 At some point, Mathangi had begun to put shapes to the chills. The one who always 

took her bathroom break when she did, lurking hours at the mirror, the pile that sat in the 

lawns all night, clearly enjoying each other’s company. There were the cafeteria chills, 

exuberant somehow as they gathered around her tray. They liked the days when there was 

channa-and-puri best, she could tell. In her old university (a double-digit one, as her 

colleagues were quick to note) biryani days had been the most crowded. Here, possibly 

because One Number University was also One Number Promoter of Pyure Vegetable 

Biryani, biryani days were tepid. On brinjal days lots of the chills skipped altogether and 

Mathangi didn’t need a sweater at all.  

Mathangi’s mid-morning coffee break was with one particular chill, who liked to lean 

into her neck. She acquired a lot of scarves. Her salary could’ve stretched to even more, 

honestly, possibly even gold ones to match the furnishings. And Mathangi liked to feel that 

her work meant something. Following money and tracking the paths it took were satisfying 

things to do. What was a little cold, after all? 

“Toffee?” Ramesh asked from the next cubicle. He was the originator of most of the 

sweater jokes, but not a bad chap. 

“No thanks,” Mathangi replied absently, rearranging columns on a spreadsheet.  

“Candy is dandy but sweater is better?” Ramesh laughed. All his jokes were like that: 

poke poke poke. 

“Hehe,” Mathangi replied, not stopping her typing. A research proposal was due to 

MedicaMaxima in exactly eight hours. They were a company who gave the university a lot of 

money every year, in return for vials of bacteria with untypable names. The prof. in question 

seemed not to understand how basic numbers worked, and Mathangi had ended up furiously 

redoing his costs.  

“How anyone ever gave him a PhD I’ll never know,” she said to Ramesh. He had 

dealt with the prof. last year because Mathangi had been too new. 
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 “That’s a story!” Ramesh smirked. “He’s so –”  

What he was, Mathangi never learnt, because she gasped at a sudden chill on her 

neck, and cut Ramesh off entirely. 

“What?” Ramesh demanded. “What’s that face?” 

“Cold,” Mathangi said, pulling on her scarf. The chill stayed, presumably to visit her. 

Mathangi felt her mouth move up to go with its quivering laughter. 

Ramesh lifted his eyebrow. “Make sure you don’t pass on your disease to the team 

from Four Number University tomorrow. They’ve come to learn from us, not get the plague.” 

* * * 

One Number University was a competitive place.  

Getting in was hard enough. When Mathangi got the call saying she had got a job 

with One Number University, her mother burst into song. Her father ran out to buy up the 

sweetshop and bounced from house to house stuffing all available mouths. Her brothers 

blanched, because now she had set the bar impossibly high and they too would have to find 

permanent be-pensioned government jobs the day they hit twenty-one.  

 Sundry people had walked in and out all day, talking and laughing around mouths full 

of sweets, heads bobbing for emphasis like owls. “We knew you would do it,” everyone said, 

and Mathangi, who hadn’t known at all and remembered the ugly prickling feeling from 

when they hadn’t known either, glowed in this triumph of prophecy.  

 Before Mathangi had joined, Ramesh had spent two and a half years as the junior-

most member of Accounts, and the only person aged below forty-five. She had thought they 

were friends, allies against the Old Guard in Accounts, united by their ability to make the 

occasional joke, even if they did all involve her clothing. But now she could feel him 

watching her across their cubicle walls all the time. It wasn’t a nice look. She began to look 

back.  

 The team from Four Number University couldn’t have been unaware of this. They 
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were polite, all admiration and eagerness. Firzan and Shanti soaked up everything Mathangi 

and Ramesh told them about book-keeping and prof-wrangling, and number-crunching. The 

phrase “best practices” got thrown around at least once an hour. Mathangi found them 

congenial; Ramesh was clearly contemptuous.  

 On their last night, after a sumptuous cafeteria meal, Ramesh and Mathangi dropped 

the Four Number University Team off at their guesthouse.  

 “Thank you!” Firzan said. “Watch out, we might be competing for the One Number 

spot once we implement some of this stuff you’ve taught us!” 

 Mathangi laughed easily, rice-full and dessert-warmed. 

 “Ha!” Ramesh sneered. His voice sounded screechy. “Not as long as you have your 

Student Problem!”  

 An enormous chill rushed in. Eager. Avid. This was not friendly. It felt like a wave, 

and Mathang had to try to stand her ground. Where the cold touched her skin, it stung. It 

grew heavier and heavier. It pressed against Mathangi, squeezing her into place.  

 “What Student Problem?” Mathangi asked.  

She thought she could guess. The chills were trembling, agitated. They jostled to 

reach her, to touch and pierce through her.  

 “Why ask? You’re almost green enough to be a student yourself,” Ramesh hrmphed. 

“Filth, indiscipline, infirmness-of-purpose, defiance, short attention spans, using-up-of-our-

resources, protests, sex-drives and pranks, bleddy expensive sports and cultural-fests-as-if-

they-know-anything-about-culture and mucking up the lawns, and all the time 

questionsquestionsquestions! You. Know.” 

“But our students…” Mathangi tried and then stopped entirely.  

“Your students!” Firzan sneered, and he sounded anguished. “Which ones? The ones 

who were mysteriously struck down by an unknown disease? The disease that 

MedicaMaxima is now selling to all kinds of other countries?”  
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Ramesh had gone very still beside her. His fingers and toes had gone pale and bluish. 

His chest was looking a bit squished. 

 “But!” Someone had to reply, and Mathangi’s tongue hadn’t yet caught up with her 

brain.  

“We’ve been here a week,” Shanti said softly. “We haven’t met a single student.” 

“I’ve been here a year,” Mathangi said. No more was needed. 

“And it’s all in the accounts you showed us,” Firzan pointed out. “The money makes 

it fairly clear there are no students here. Not any more.” 

Mathangi felt the certainty of that crystallise her heart. Or perhaps that was the way 

the chill had grown more insistent. It built up and pressed forward. Ice hands were on her 

lungs, her bones. Mathangi couldn’t move. Ramesh was frozen in place too. A film of ice was 

growing around his face.  

“I can’t move,” Shanti was mumbling. The ice was everywhere. “What is this?” 

Ramesh’s voice was low, breathless. “Students don’t even help with the ratings, you 

know: they lower the faculty-to-student ratio, and they’ll always plot to fail exams and lower 

our pass percentages, and on top of that they need classes which eat up the faculty’s research 

time and resources. Plus, they’re hell on the hostel funds. Every day something will have to 

be replaced: taps, windows, mess plates, the wiring in an entire wing because some 

humanities-type tried to fry potatoes with their iron box – bleddy parasites! You should see 

how spotless and beautiful our hostels are nowadays.” 

Ramesh was gasping for air by the end. There was an angry flutter and the ice got his 

mouth, and clenched around his throat. Icy hands began to squeeze Mathangi’s heart, and 

then her lungs, till all she could hear was her body’s last chokes. Then the ice covered her 

ears, her nose, her mouth, and things went very quiet.  

 

 


